
Meeting with Chris Ryde, Tracey Eastwood and Shona Bendix – Friends of and Arnold’s Bequest 

Work 200626 

Spoke with Lighthouse Diner owner who said she was thinking about outdoor seating and reopening 

and would be interested in trade-off – she manages area opposite in exchange for putting tables 

there. Only a few tables and not managing whole area. Tracey was thinking about sleepers to 

prevent cars parking there and Chris said you can get ones from managed forests. Chris suggested 

planting a rowan tree there. Told owner to keep in touch by email re her plans as she is really not 

sure what doing yet. The whole area floods so any development needs to consider that. 

Heras fencing with sharp point sticking out as face AB from diner near car park entrance. Embedded 

in undergrowth. 

Rubbish throughout along sides of paths plus a tyre and a shopping trolley. TE’s volunteers from 

work = twice a year. Needs more and she would like to progress a friends of group but mindful that 

they can be tricky to keep positive and Chris advised against well-meaning but ill-advised random 

tree planting which can be unsuccessful and interfere with natural transition. 

Steep slope sign top and bottom but just say Waveney Norse. One at bottom on the wonk. Needs 

pushing up. 

Brambles good for wildlife but need management along the walkways plus grass needs to be cut 

along the walkways occasionally (for wildlife twice a year only but for walkway management more 

frequent is bearable. 

Good apple tree, lime, witch elms, sycamores, oak, scots pine – is some notable diversity and Chris 

considered should be valued for what it is and not changed hugely. Aphids under sycamore leave are 

good for migratory birds, Alexanders are good for early pollination. Interpretation boards might help 

value land. 

Planting along walkways – daffodils have been planted and bluebells could be but native ones are 

hard to establish, initially need daylight and not always successful – hybrid easier. 

There are metal spikes not far from Scots Pine on right which is used for rope swinging and also 

further up on right near some tree protector plastic. There is also a dead elderberry that could be 

removed and left chopped up as a habitat. 

Consider sleepers along higher walkway edge to prevent mud slide onto paths – left on the way up 

and along top toward Sp Nest. 

Consider culverts under paths to prevent water freeze on paths. Including at top, drainage pipe goes 

onto path. 

Bench spaces x 2 at the top but no bench. Consider clearing for view on the way down and putting in 

bench on right so can see sea/view over The Ness. Position so not just a view of Lighthouse Diner. 

Bat and bird boxes – Chris can advise and could go in soon. Clearance/grounds from October after 

nesting etc. 

At entrance by bins. Consider putting in a bush each side of entrance to bins to tidy up and consider 

lower slat on bin fencing to prevent rubbish spilling out onto site. 



Rubbish on left of slope on way down from bin entrance are by the rail fence, whereas not so much 

rubbish by solid wall. More solid wall needed?  

 

Along boundary of road, trees need keeping an eye on. There is an ash at the top that has a newish 

limb but also has a blackened area so a worry that it has problems and will drop limbs.  

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 


